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A B S T R A C T   

Severe stress exposure causes the loss of dendritic spines on cortical pyramidal neurons and induces psychiatric- 
like symptoms in rodent models. These effects are strongest following early-life stress and are most persistent on 
apical dendrites. However, the long-term impacts and temporal effects of stress exposure on the human brain 
remain poorly understood. Using a novel postmortem cohort of psychiatric cases with severe stress experienced 
in childhood, adulthood, or no severe stress, and matched controls, we aimed to determine the impact of stress 
timing on pyramidal neuron structure in the human orbitofrontal cortex (OFC). We performed Golgi Cox staining 
and manually measured the morphology and density of over 22,000 dendritic spines on layer-specific pyramidal 
neuron apical dendrites. We also quantified glucocorticoid receptor mRNA and protein as a marker of stress 
dysregulation. Both childhood and adulthood stress were associated with large reductions in mature mushroom 
spine density (up to 56% loss) in both the superficial (II/III) and deeper layers (V) of the OFC. However, 
childhood stress caused more substantial reductions to both total and mature mushroom spines. No difference in 
glucocorticoid receptor mRNA and protein were seen between groups, although both negatively correlated with 
total spine density within the whole cohort. These findings indicate that severe stress, especially when experi-
enced during childhood, persistently affects the fine morphological properties of neurons in the human OFC. This 
may impact on cell connectivity in this brain area, and at least partly explain the social and emotional symptoms 
that originate in the OFC in psychiatric disorders.   

1. Introduction 

Severe stress is among the most well-supported environmental fac-
tors involved in the development of psychiatric disorders, particularly 
early-life stress (Schmitt et al., 2014). These disorders include depres-
sion, bipolar disorder, and schizophrenia, three of the highest burden 
mental illnesses globally (Vigo et al., 2016). Their shared neuropa-
thology and symptoms often make categorical diagnosis difficult and 
determining the contributions of stress towards their development has 
been complicated by several factors. Conditional experiences, such as 
duration and timing of stress exposure may differentially determine how 
an individual is affected (McEwen and Gianaros, 2011; Copeland et al., 

2018), with repeated and chronic exposure adding to the diagnostic 
complexity of these conditions (Glei et al., 2007). Biological subtypes of 
psychiatric disorders based on environmental exposures likely exist and 
elucidating these subtypes may be a pre-requisite for developing more 
personalised treatment interventions (Stephan et al., 2016). 

The orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) is closely involved in stress regula-
tion. It is important for emotion-related learning and evaluating re-
inforcers of behaviour (Kringelbach and Rolls, 2004), integral to the 
perception and response to stress. Reduced OFC connectivity with both 
cortical and subcortical regions has been associated with altered fear 
responses and social anxiety (Hahn et al., 2011), Moreover, lesions in 
the non-human primate OFC cause impaired emotional regulation (e.g. 
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anxiety (Kalin et al., 2007)) and social behaviour (Hornak et al., 2003), 
symptoms seen in psychiatric disorders. Early-life psychosocial stress 
has been associated with reductions of OFC volume which correlated 
with social difficulties in later life (Hanson et al., 2010). Reduced OFC 
volume is also repeatedly identified in psychiatric disorders and is 
associated with symptom severity (Drevets, 2007; Kanahara et al., 
2013). However, imaging studies do not provide the resolution to 
determine the underlying molecular and cellular changes. In adult rats, 
chronic stress causes persistent transcriptional modifications (Mycha-
siuk et al., 2016) and physical cellular alterations in the OFC including 
the retraction of glutamatergic neuron processes (Liston et al., 2006; 
Bock et al., 2008), reductions in the density of GABAergic neurons 
(Varga et al., 2017), as well as alterations to glial activity and connec-
tivity (Miguel-Hidalgo et al., 2018). Whether similar changes also occur 
in the human OFC after stress is poorly understood. This remains 
pertinent as the rodent OFC is agranular (Wallis, 2011), and is not ho-
mologous to neither the non-human primate OFC nor the human OFC 
(Wallis, 2011; Uylings and van Eden, 1990). Consequently, whilst we 
consider OFC of rodents, it must be recognised that the effects noted in 
this region may not necessarily translate into humans, further incenti-
vising study of human cohorts. 

Pyramidal neurons are integral components of neural circuitry that 
exhibit high numbers of dendritic spines (Eyal et al., 2018). Dendritic 
spines are 1–10 μm protrusions from neuronal dendrites that are sites of 
several essential postsynaptic proteins, neurotransmitter, neurotrophic, 
and hormone receptors (Herms and Dorostkar, 2016). The unique 
structure, localisation and motility of dendritic spines play a role in the 
compartmentalisation of neuronal signalling (Nimchinsky et al., 2002) 
making these structures key indicators of neural connectivity. Dendritic 
spine morphology is integral to synaptic functionality (Berry and Nedivi, 
2017), with spine head size positively associated with receptor density, 
spine stability and spine motility (Lai and Ip, 2013). Both spine distri-
bution and morphology are essential to neural network function. 

Rodent models consistently demonstrate that stress reduces pyra-
midal neuron dendrite complexity, spine density, and spine head size in 
the OFC (Bock et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2015; Helmeke et al., 2009; 
Gourley et al., 2013). When stress is experienced during early-life, 
reduced spine density can persist into adulthood on apical dendrites 
(Helmeke et al., 2009). In rodent stress models, loss of cortical dendritic 
spines have also been associated with depression-related phenotypes 
(Qiao et al., 2016). In humans, reductions in post-synaptic proteins in 
the OFC have been observed in mood disorders and schizophrenia (Toro 
and Deakin, 2005; Berdenis van Berlekom et al., 2019), suggesting 
dendritic spines may be involved in impairments of OFC functions 
associated with these disorders. In one human postmortem study, 
reduced total and mature dendritic spine density in the OFC were 
associated with increased expression of stress hormone regulators 
associated with early-life adversity indicating that spines in the human 
OFC are sensitive to stress (Young et al., 2015). However, the temporal 
effects of stress on dendritic spines in the human brain and their 
contribution towards psychopathology are unknown. 

Stress, particularly early-life stress, causes persistent dysregulation 
of the glucocorticoid receptor (GR) (Turecki and Meaney, 2016). 
Long-term reprogramming of GR can impact neural connectivity and 
contribute towards the development of psychiatric disorders (van der 
Knaap et al., 2014; Xiong and Zhang, 2013). A complete knockdown of 
GR in the prefrontal cortex (PFC) of Sprague-Dawley rats induces stress 
hypersensitivity and depression-like behaviour (McKlveen et al., 2013). 
Cortical GR knockdown also attenuates losses of apical dendritic spines 
in adult female mice (Arango-Lievano et al., 2016). In pyramidal neu-
rons, extranuclear GR is localised to the postsynaptic density (PSD) of 
dendritic spines (Yoshiya et al., 2013; Johnson et al., 2005) and 
increased activation of GR increases spineogenesis and maturation 
(Komatsuzaki et al., 2012) while inhibition significantly reduces 
spineogenesis, even when compensated with artificially increased cor-
ticosteroids (Liston and Gan, 2011). Persistent alterations to GR 

expression may influence the distribution of dendritic spines and may be 
important to remediating stress-induced alterations to dendritic spines. 

The overlap between the impacts of stress on dendritic spines and 
their neuropathology in severe psychopathology indicate a shared 
cytoarchitectural pathway. We aimed to better understand this rela-
tionship. We comprehensively examined the influence of severe child-
hood and adulthood stress on dendritic spines and GR alterations in the 
postmortem human OFC, across the spectrum of severe psychotic and 
mood disorders. Our findings support that severe stress exposure causes 
persistent cytoarchitectural remodelling in the human OFC, which 
might be intrinsic to the development and symptomatology of psychi-
atric disorders. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Postmortem cohort selection 

Ethical approval for this study was obtained from the Human Ethics 
Committee at the University of Wollongong (HE 2018/351). Postmor-
tem brain tissue was collected at the NSW Brain Tissue Resource Centre 
(Sydney, Australia). Informed consent was given by all donors or their 
next of kin for brain autopsy. History of stressful events (childhood/ 
adulthood) and psychiatric diagnoses (schizophrenia/schizoaffective 
disorder/depression/bipolar disorder) were extracted from extensive 
medical records of 103 subjects. Severe stressors were considered to be 
any event, series of events, or set of circumstances that was physically or 
emotionally harmful or threatening, and had lasting adverse effects on 
the individual’s functioning and physical, social, or emotional well- 
being (e.g. physical/emotional abuse or neglect). Of the original 103 
cases, 32 subjects with the most applicable stress histories were selected 
constituting four groups: severe childhood stress with psychopathology, 
severe adulthood stress with psychopathology, psychopathology with no 
severe stress, and healthy controls with no severe stress exposure or 
psychopathology (Supplementary Table 1; n = 8 per group). Groups 
were matched according to psychiatric diagnoses, postmortem interval 
(PMI), age at death, and RNA integrity number (RIN) (Table 1). All 
experiments were performed blind with coded subjects. 

2.2. Golgi-Cox staining 

Fresh frozen tissue blocks (~0.5cm3) from the OFC were stained 
using the FD Rapid GolgistainTM Kit following the manufacturer’s in-
structions (FD Neurotechnologies, Columbia, MD, USA). Coronal sec-
tions (150 μm) were cut from frozen tissue blocks. Sections were 
transferred onto gelatin-coated microscope slides and completely dried 
in a vacuum desiccator at room temperature (RT) for 24–48 h. Sections 
were rehydrated on slides in water and then gradually dehydrated of 
developing solution by immersions in increasing concentrations of 
ethanol. Washed and dehydrated sections were cleared in xylene and 
coverslipped. Sections were stored in the dark at RT until imaging. 

2.3. Dendritic spine sampling 

All microscopy was completed using brightfield imaging (DMi8; 
Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). At 10× magnification, regular 
stratified cortical layers (I-VI) were defined according to previously 
outlined morphological features (Fig. 1a) (von Economo and Koskinas, 
2008). Pyramidal neurons are classically found in layers II, III and V, 
which were thus selected for analysis (von Economo and Koskinas, 
2008). Layers II and III were difficult to distinguish under the Golgi-Cox 
stain and thus combined for analysis. For each section, an adapted op-
tical fractionator method was used to randomly select coordinates 
within each layer. This was repeated until 3–6 pyramidal neurons were 
imaged. Neurons with poor staining quality were rejected and new 
neurons selected. Z-stacks of selected neurons centred on apical den-
drites were collected at 63× magnification in oil using a 0.6 μm step-size 
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at a resolution of 2048 × 2048 pixels (Fig. 1 b/c). Settings for exposure 
and gain were optimised and kept constant between samples. 

Spine sampling was conducted as outlined previously (Radley et al., 
2005; Anderson et al., 2016). Selected dendritic segments were <3 μm in 
diameter, within 100 μm of the coronal surface, relatively parallel to the 
surface of the section, separate from other dendritic segments, and >20 
μm in length. Along the apical dendrite of each accepted neuron, 3–6 
randomly selected segments that met these criteria were analysed using 
ImageJ with the Fiji plugin (Schindelin et al., 2012). Dendrites were 
traced to determine segment length. All dendritic spines located along 
the segment within the same x-y plane as the segment were counted, 
measured manually and morphologically categorised as outlined pre-
viously (Risher et al., 2014) with slight modifications based on trial 
sampling (Figure 1d). 

2.4. Quantitative PCR 

Total RNA was extracted using the RNeasy Plus Universal Mini Kit 
following the manufacturer’s instructions (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany). 
cDNA was synthesised from total RNA using the High Capacity RNA-to- 
cDNA Kit (Applied Biosystems, Waltham, MA, USA). TaqMan gene 
expression assays (Applied Biosystems) were used to quantify NR3C1 
(Hs00353740_m1) and housekeeper genes ACTB (Hs99999903_m1) and 
GAPDH (Hs99999905_m1). Per replicate, 50 ng of total cDNA was 
combined with TaqMan Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) and TaqMan 
assay and quantified using the QuantStudio 5 PCR system (Thermo 
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Reactions were performed in triplicate. 
Gene expression was normalised against the geometric mean of ACTB/ 
GAPDH. Outputs were analysed by the 2-ΔΔCt method (Livak and 
Schmittgen, 2001), relative to the control group. 

2.5. Western blot 

Protein was extracted and quantified using Bradford Protein Assay 
(Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). 20 μg total protein was separated using 
SDS-PAGE and transferred to PVDF membranes. Blots were blocked in a 
Tris-buffered saline with 0.1% Tween 20 (TBST) and 5% skim milk for 1 
h at RT, then incubated overnight in primary antibodies for GR (1:1000; 
sc-393,232, SantaCruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA, USA) and β-actin 
(1:10,000; a1978-200UL, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), diluted in 
TBST with 1% skim milk. Blots were washed and probed with secondary 
antibody for 1 h at RT (anti-mouse IgG, horseradish peroxidase linked; 
1:5000; Merck, Burlington, MA, USA). Bands were visualized using high 
sensitivity Pierce ECL Plus (Thermo Scientific) and quantified using the 

Amersham Imager 600 (GE Healthcare, Chicago, IL, USA). The optical 
density of GR was normalised to β-actin and a cross-membrane control. 

2.6. Statistical analysis 

Statistics were performed in R. Significance was set to P < 0.05 and 
data presented as mean ± SEM. One outlier (>2 mean ± SD) was 
identified for GR mRNA levels (adulthood stress) and was removed. 
Normality was assessed using Shapiro-Wilks tests. Data not normally 
distributed were normalised using loge transformation. Analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) followed by Tukey HSD test post-hoc were performed 
to compare mean spine and GR measures between groups. One-way 
analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) accounting for potentially confound-
ing factors determined with Pearson/Spearman correlations or t-tests, 
for age at death, PMI, RIN, pH, diagnosis, sex (male/female) and psy-
chotic features (yes/no) were subsequently performed with post-hoc 
pairwise comparisons between groups. Logistic regressions were used 
to correlate spine densities, segment distance from soma, and GR 
mRNA/protein. 

3. Results 

3.1. Dendritic spines are altered in a morphology- and layer-specific 
manner and associate with stress history 

To determine whether stress exposure impacts on dendritic spine 
density and morphology, we evaluated apical dendrites of pyramidal 
neurons in layer II/III and layer V subfields. On average, four segments 
on four neurons were counted for both subfields in the 32 individuals 
(1024 segments). A total of 22,688 dendritic spines (12,144 in Layer II/ 
III, 10,544 from layer V) were counted and classified based on spine 
morphology. Of the total spine count, filopodia constituted 6.8% (1556), 
thin spines 40.1% (9087), stubby spines 39.6% (8981), and mushroom 
spines 13.5% (3064). Number of spines were normalised to segment 
length to give a value of spine density/μm. Measurements of spine 
density for each case were taken as the average of all measured 
segments. 

We initially assessed potential differences in total spine density be-
tween stress groups (Fig. 2a). There was a significant difference in layer 
II/III total spine density between groups (F3,28 = 3.06, P = 0.045), 
driven by lower mean spine density in psychiatric disorder cases with 
childhood stress compared to cases with no stress (− 21%; P = 0.028). In 
layer V, there was no significant difference in total dendritic spine 
density (F3,28 = 0.76, P = 0.53; Figure 2a), and after accounting for age 

Table 1 
Summary of demographic and clinical variables for the cohort. Values are presented as the mean ± SEM.   

Childhood stress and psychiatric 
disorder 

Adult stress and psychiatric 
disorder 

No severe stress and psychiatric 
disorder 

Control (no stress, no psychiatric 
disorder) 

ANOVAa 

(F3,28) 

Sample size 8 8 8 8  
Age (Years) 59.5 ± 7.2 52.4 ± 4.5 50.8 ± 3.9 55.1 ± 5.5 0.49618 

P = 0.687886 
Sex (M/F) 6/2 6/2 5/3 5/3 Хb = 0.5818 

P = 0.9906 
PMI (Hours) 35.3 ± 6.2 45.8 ± 6.4 31.6 ± 3.4 32.2 ± 3.6 1.65922 

P = 0.19837 
Brain pH 6.47 ± 0.09 6.50 ± 0.10 6.52 ± 0.05 6.77 ± 0.04 3.40475 

P = 0.031249 
RIN 6.44 ± 0.50 6.86 ± 0.66 7.35 ± 0.27 7.98 ± 0.20 2.1695 

P = 0.11391 
Number of 

cases 
5SZ,2MDD,1SZA 4SZ,1MDD,2BD, 

1SZA 
5SZ,2MDD, 
1BD 

– χ b = 0.3429 
b 

P = 0.8425 

Abbreviations: M = male, F = female, PMI = postmortem interval, RIN = RNA integrity number, SZ = schizophrenia, MDD = major depressive disorder, BD = bipolar 
disorder, SZA = schizoaffective disorder. 

a Unless otherwise stated. 
b Performed as number of mood disorder cases (MDD, BD, SZA) and psychotic disorder cases (SCZ). 
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Fig. 1. Representative OFC section, neuron and spines used for analysis. (a) Tilescan of Golgi-Cox stained section (150 μm thick). Scale bar indicates 1 mm. (b) 
Representative merge of pyramidal neuron from z stack using minimum thresholding. Scale bar indicates 10 μm (c/d) Representative segment of apical dendritic 
process, inverted and merged using maximum thresholding in childhood stress and control group Scale bar indicates 5 μm. (e) Dendritic spines were classified into 
four distinct groups based on measurements of spine length (base to tip) as well as width (at the widest point). 
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Fig. 2. (a) Total spine density/μm in layers II/III and layer V across the four stress groups. (b) Spine density of each morphologically delineated dendritic spine type 
and proportion of total spine count in superficial layer II/III. (c) Spine density of each morphologically delineated dendritic spine type and proportion of total spine 
count in deep layer V. Data are presented as means ± SEM. Violin plots and coloured points indicate distribution of individual segments used to calculate case mean. 
Significance in pairwise comparisons is indicated by * and refers to the results of ANCOVA (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001). 
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(F3,27 = 0.72, P = 0.55). 
In layer II/III, severe stress had a significant effect on mushroom 

spine density (F3,28 = 9.47, P = 0.0002). This remained significant after 
accounting for pH and RIN (F3,26 = 6.412, P = 0.002), with lower 
mushroom spine density in cases with childhood stress compared to both 
controls (− 56%; P = 0.016) and cases without stress (− 52%; P =
0.00099; Fig. 2b). This was not seen in cases with adulthood stress, 
although a trend of reduced spine density was identified, compared to 
cases without stress (− 30%; P = 0.059). Mushroom spine density was 
also altered in layer V (F3,28 = 3.90, P = 0.019) due to fewer mushroom 
spines in cases with childhood stress compared to cases without stress 
(− 53%; P = 0.019), although this effect was borderline after correcting 
for RIN (F3,27 = 2.78, P = 0.058; Fig. 2c). Thin, stubby and filopodia 
spines were not altered in layer II/III or V. 

To determine proportional changes to spine types, segment density 
for each spine type was taken over total segment spine density (Fig. 2 b/ 
c). In layer II/III, stress had a significant effect on the proportion of 
mushroom spines (F3,28 = 9.01, P = 0.0002), with a reduced proportion 
of mushroom spines in the childhood stress group compared to both 
controls (− 52%; P = 0.0001) and cases with no stress history (− 40%; P 
= 0.020), as well as the adulthood stress group compared to controls 
(− 33%; P = 0.017). These effects persisted after correcting for RIN and 
pH (F3,26 = 5.218, P = 0.006) between the childhood stress and both the 

control group (P = 0.001) and no stress group (P = 0.019; Figure 2b). 
Similarly, mushroom spine proportion in layer V was reduced (F3,28 =

5.39, P = 0.005; ANCOVA: F3,27 = 3.51, P = 0.029; Fig. 2c), in the 
childhood stress group compared to controls (− 51%; ANOVA, P =
0.007; ANCOVA, P = 0.020), cases with no stress history (− 40%; 
ANOVA, P = 0.011; ANCOVA, P = 0.004) and cases with adulthood 
stress compared to controls (ANCOVA, − 33%; P = 0.039). The pro-
portion of filopodia, stubby, and thin spines in both layer II/III and layer 
V were not significantly associated with stress exposure. 

We next correlated individual segment spine density with the dis-
tance from the soma, to determine spatial effects (Fig. 3). In the total 
cohort (n = 32), total spine density and distance from the soma were 
negatively correlated in layers II/III and V (Fig. 3). Mushroom spine 
density was also negatively correlated with distance from the soma in 
layer II/III but not layer V. Thin spines were additionally negatively 
correlated with segment distance in layer II/III (Supplementary Fig. 1). 
While no overall correlation was observed in thin spines in layer V, there 
was an interactive effect between the control group and psychiatric 
cases with no stress history (P = 0.0004), and those with adulthood 
stress history (P = 0.0009), indicating that controls displayed a stronger 
negative correlation. No correlation nor interactive effects were identi-
fied for stubby or filopodia spines (Supplementary Fig. 1). 

Fig. 3. Linear correlations (±confidence interval) (a) between segment distance from the soma and segment total spine density. In the whole cohort, significant 
correlation identified in layers II/III (t = 3.836, P = 0.0001, R2 = 0.0269) and V (t = 2.333, P = 0.0201, R2 = 0.0100). (b) Between segment distance from the soma 
and mushroom spine density, measured along the dendritic segment. No interactive effect between groups was identified. 
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3.2. Glucocorticoid receptor expression does not associate with stress 
history nor spine density in the orbitofrontal cortex 

For qRT-PCR, control samples (no template and no reverse tran-
scriptase enzyme) produced no signal for GR and ACTB assays. For 
western blotting, single bands for GR and β-actin were detected at the 
expected molecular weights (94 kDa and 42 kDa respectively; Supple-
mentary Fig. 2). There was no difference in relative GR mRNA or protein 
levels between the stress groups (Fig. 4a/b). We subsequently examined 
the relationship between total spine density and GR expression. As GR 
quantification was performed in bulk tissue, spine density for these 
correlations were taken as the average of layer II/III and V density per 
individual (Supplementary Table 2). There was borderline significant 
correlation between total spine density and GR mRNA expression, and 
significant correlation with protein when assessing all subjects together. 
Group-level analyses revealed no correlation between GR mRNA or 
protein with total spine density, although mushroom spine density and 
GR mRNA were correlated when assessing all subjects together; this did 
not hold in individual stress groups, or for protein levels (Fig. 4c/4d). 
We also performed correlations for thin, stubby, and filopodia spine 
densities and performed exploratory correlation with layer-specific 
densities. A significant correlation between GR protein and thin spine 
density was observed within the whole cohort and the adulthood stress 
group, and stubby spines within the childhood stress group (Supple-
mentary Table 2). 

4. Discussion 

Dendritic spines are repeatedly implicated in psychiatric disorders 
(Forrest et al., 2018; Glantz and Lewis, 2000), yet the role of stress in this 
process remains poorly understood. We provide the first evaluation of 
dendritic spines in the postmortem OFC derived from individuals with 
psychiatric disorders. The well-defined temporal stress histories of in-
dividuals in this cohort enabled novel comparison between the effects of 
stress exposure at both childhood and adulthood time points. We iden-
tified that psychiatric patients with a history of severe stress, particu-
larly during childhood, display substantial losses in dendritic spines. 
These losses were most evident in mature mushroom spine populations 
in the superficial layers of the OFC. 

We observed that the number of dendritic spines was reduced in 
cases with a history of severe stress, and most strongly in cases with 
childhood stress. This is consistent with rodent studies, in which early- 
life and juvenile stress has been associated with persistent losses in 
dendritic spines in the PFC (Helmeke et al., 2009; Pinzón-Parra et al., 
2019), amygdala (Pinzón-Parra et al., 2019), and hippocampus (Iñiguez 
et al., 2016), regions involved in regulating the stress response. These 
dendritic spine losses in the PFC were specific to young rodents, and not 
middle-aged or aged rodents (Bloss et al., 2011). In human imaging 
studies, exposure to early-life stress correlated with reduced grey matter 
volume (Hanson et al., 2010) and processing speed (Saleh et al., 2017) in 
the OFC, suggesting that underlying circuitry is altered by early-life 
stress. In support, children exposed to early-life stress are sensitised to 
threat processing, with increased perception of threats (McLaughlin 
et al., 2016) and are more likely to have adverse behavioural responses 
(Shackman and Pollak, 2014). Increased bias towards the perception of 
stress and impaired emotional/behavioural regulation associated with 
childhood stress have been hypothesised to underlie impaired devel-
opmental trajectories in neural circuits, in turn contributing to psycho-
pathology (Copeland et al., 2018; McLaughlin and Lambert, 2017). This 
suggests that exposure to stress in these vulnerable stages may dysre-
gulate OFC circuits, contributing to altered emotional states (Kringel-
bach and Rolls, 2004; Hahn et al., 2011) and social behaviour (Hornak 
et al., 2003) that might promote psychopathological development. Our 
data suggests these changes could be driven by persistent losses of 
dendritic spines on pyramidal neurons in the OFC. 

We observed that mature mushroom spines were selectively affected 

by stress. Evidence for similar morphology-specific alterations in the 
rodent OFC is limited. This is further restricted by the lack of homology 
between the rodent OFC and human OFC which makes comparison 
difficult, regardless (Wallis, 2011). However, in the adjacent mPFC of 
rodents, reduced spine density in response to chronic psychological 
stress has been associated with a selective loss of thin spines, but this was 
recoverable after 21 days (Bloss et al., 2011). Similarly immediate, but 
recoverable, losses in thin spines were identified in the mPFC, although 
long-term reductions in mushroom spine head size and density have 
been noted (Gourley et al., 2013; Michelsen et al., 2007; Radley et al., 
2008). In contrast, we identified that thin spine density was negatively 
correlated with distance from the soma, however, saw no significant 
losses in density. Morphology-specific alterations of mushroom spines 
due to psychosocial stress have also been identified in the hippocampus, 
and were associated with depression-like symptoms (Iñiguez et al., 
2016). In a postmortem post-traumatic stress disorder cohort, selective 
losses of mushroom spines in the OFC were associated with increased 
FK506 binding protein 51 (Young et al., 2015), a protein repeatedly 
associated with psychopathology in the presence of early-life stress 
(Matosin et al., 2018). There is a strong evidence that long-term 
remodelling of dendritic spines persistently affects mushroom spines 
in regions involved in stress regulation. It is important to note that 
although mushroom spines represent mature morphologies, this does 
not imply that other morphologies are inherently immature or not 
functional (Adrian et al., 2014). The current findings do, however, 
suggest that a closer exploration of how stress influences human spine 
dynamics may be important to resolving a role for stress in 
psychopathology. 

Observed spine-specific changes were more evident in the superficial 
layers of the cortex. Cortical dendrites in the superficial layers appear to 
be particularly sensitive to stress, displaying selective reduced dendritic 
arborage (Shansky et al., 2009) and spine density (Arango-Lievano et al., 
2016; Radley et al., 2005, 2006; Anderson et al., 2016). These 
lamina-specific effects on synapses are also seen in the cortex in cases of 
both schizophrenia and depression (Glantz and Lewis, 2000; Kolluri 
et al., 2005; Kang et al., 2012). Neurons in layers II/III of the OFC are 
involved in cortical signalling (Gerfen et al., 2018) including inputs from 
several sensory cortices (visual, somatosensory, olfactory and gustatory) 
(Ongür and Price, 2000). These circuits are closely involved with 
valuing, processing, and responding to stimuli (Kringelbach and Rolls, 
2004) in both cognitive (McClure et al., 2004) and affective (Bechara 
et al., 1999) roles. Decline of these functions is associated with the 
development of psychopathology including depressive states and psy-
chosis (Cheng et al., 2016; Fahim et al., 2007). In accordance, cortical 
circuit dysregulation has been identified in functional magnetic reso-
nance imaging studies of psychiatric disorders specifically associated 
with childhood stress (Yu et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2018). Taken together, 
reduced spines in the OFC could be involved in impaired emotional 
regulation and anxiety associated with psychiatric disorders. This sug-
gests that stress history is an important facilitator in loss of top-down 
control commonly seen in psychiatric disorders, and these circuits are 
particularly sensitive to the effects of stress during childhood. 

We also evaluated the impact of stress on GR levels in the OFC, and 
the relationship with dendritic spine morphology. While we detected no 
difference in GR mRNA or protein between stress groups, GR protein 
negatively correlated with total and thin spine density, and GR mRNA 
levels negatively correlated to mushroom spine density. Decreases to GR 
mRNA/protein were previously identified in the OFC in bipolar disorder 
and schizophrenia (Sinclair et al., 2012). In rodents, blocking GR using 
the antagonist mifepristone impaired cortical dendritic spine formation 
in non-stressed animals (Liston and Gan, 2011; Pedrazzoli et al., 2019). 
GR is involved in upregulating spine number and maturation (Komat-
suzaki et al., 2012; Russo et al., 2016), however, excess GR reduces spine 
density (Liston et al., 2013) and may contribute to towards the observed 
negative correlations. Given that GR has been located in the PSD 
(Johnson et al., 2005), it is likely that alterations to GR levels are 
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Fig. 4. Analysis of glucocorticoid receptor levels in the OFC and the correlation with spine density. (a) NR3C1 mRNA Ct relative to the geometric mean of ACTB and 
GAPDH Ct, all reactions performed in triplicate. Data are means ± SEM. F3,27 = 0.921, P = 0.443 (b) Glucocorticoid receptor protein levels relative to β-actin, 
normalised across blots, performed in duplicate. F3,28 = 0.169, P = 0.916 (c) Correlation of GR mRNA levels and total spine densities (average of layer II/III and V 
density). (d) Correlation of GR mRNA levels and mushroom spine densities (average of layer II/III and V density). Data are linear correlations (±confidence interval). 
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associated with specific effects on mushroom spines and, to a lesser 
extent, thin spines. 

Study limitations include that postmortem analysis cannot capture 
individual fluctuations in stress exposure, symptom severity or pro-
gression which likely affect individual connectivity and dendritic spine 
populations. Given dendritic spines display age-associated reductions in 
density, older cohorts may under-represent the variance of spine alter-
ations (Feldman and Dowd, 1975). However, controlling for pH, RIN, 
PMI, and age is an effective measure to limit underlying effects that may 
shape spine populations (Stan et al., 2006). Furthermore, although pH 
significantly varied between groups in our cohort (Table 1), inclusion of 
pH as a covariate did not alter the significance of our findings. 

Another limitation lies in the Golgi staining process itself. Although 
this technique is widely utilised (Das et al., 2013), it likely 
under-represents smaller spine morphologies (Mancuso et al., 2013). 
This is particularly relevant as rodent studies suggest that smaller spine 
types are distinctly vulnerable to stress (Bloss et al., 2011). In accor-
dance, the quantification technique only allowed for the identification 
of spines in the same x-y plane as the dendrite. Although the densities in 
the present study are comparable to those using similar methods (Young 
et al., 2015), these combined factors likely underlie why the density of 
spines in the present study is lower than that identified using more 
sensitive methods in both rodents (Whyte et al., 2019) and humans (Das 
et al., 2019). In the interpretation of the presented data, we acknowl-
edge that these impacts may actually under-represent spine losses in the 
human OFC and the effect size may indeed be larger using techniques 
which facilitate greater resolution of spine detection. 

Of note, we did not have access to subjects who had experienced 
severe stress, but did not develop psychopathology. Inclusion of this 
group when relevant patient samples become available will be helpful to 
separate the effects of stress from the effects of psychopathology. We 
hypothesise that non-psychiatric subjects exposed to severe stress may 
exhibit less pronounced or less persistent alterations of dendritic spines 
compared to those who exhibit psychopathological symptoms, which 
may be reflective of recovery and/or resilience mechanisms. This is an 
important avenue of exploration given the emerging role of the OFC in 
mediating stress resilience (Kong et al., 2018). 

This study shows strong associations of stress exposure with persis-
tent changes to spine density, particularly mushroom spines. Our find-
ings suggest that OFC-related neuropathology in psychiatric disorders is 
differentially affected by severe stress, particularly if experienced early 
in life, and that these effects may be lifelong. Further studies to under-
stand the molecular cascade associated with dendrite spine loss on py-
ramidal cells, and what this means for cortical cytoarchitecture and 
circuitry, is an important way forward. 
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